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What is all about



as simple as such (an appetizer)

40 years for the K
  4 years for the B

can’t deny improvement !



CP violation and Standard Model

CP violation generated by complex coupling constant in the quark mixing matrix 
Cabibbo Kobayashi Maskawa matrix

λ=sin(θCabibbo)
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3 quark generations allows for  one  non-removable phase



The ‘Triangles’

CKM matrix is unitary

Bd system 

phases→angles  α,  β, and γ
                            a.k.a. φ1, φ2, φ3

CP violation proportional to triangle area:
measure sides and angles independently

α

γ β



The B (and K) triangle



The name of the game

λ, A, ρ,   η
are enough ?

SM or 
New Physics?



As simple as such, as difficult as can it be

CP violation is the area of the triangle. 

Roughly (if SM holds): 10-6

CP violation is roughly (Γ-Γ)
It is a large effect only if Γ is painfully low

A(t) = Γ(t)−Γ(t)
Γ(t)+Γ(t)

To measure a 10-6effect, take  a channel with 10-5BR and measure 103 of them.
So that you end up with  a couple of % error.  If your global efficiency is very high !

Little annoyance: produce no less than 108 B’s



The B-factory concept

High luminosity asymmetric
 B factory @ (4S) 

 9 GeV e-
  on 3.1 GeV e+

(4S) boost:    <βγ> ∼ 0.55



Experimental Technique for B-factories



for being Luminous they are !

Exp BaBar Belle
Lpeak 9.2 1033 12.3 1033

Lint 250 350



BaBar Detector

55
35



The paradigma



Reconstruction of B mesons



β as measured by Golden Channel to validate SM

β as measured in b→sss to open a window on New 
Physics

α and γ for the elegance of closing a triangle

(the sides are also well measured but this would be 
another talk)

The program 
(as understood today)



Golden sample



BaBar result on sin2β



Oh yeah, SM is invincible !

 sin 2β = 0.734 ± 0.043 (from UT sides) 

 sin 2β = 0.726 ± 0.037 (from J/ΨK0)  

 sin 2β = 0.726 ± 0.028 (all constraints)



The most important prediction

 Δms = 21.2 ± 3.2 



and some more

 γ = (60.3 ± 6.8)°  α = (96.1 ± 7.0)o



the same phase as:

Hic sunt leones



The experimental status

fair agreement BaBar-Belle



and the struggle with theoretical 
uncertainty

Wait
take (much) more 
data
and see



Several routes to α B π π
B ρ ρ
B ρ π
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and the results are:



from which



γ at the B-factories  
There is no straight  (easy) way of measuring it at the B-factories running at the Bd

As for β (mixing phase (Vtd) + real Vcb decay) the 

equivalent for γ is (no mixing phase (Vts) + Vub decay) 

that unfortunately requires a Bs



but......if we...
● get rid of  β  →  go to charged B’s
● find relatively large BR → scan  the PDG
● discard most of theorist proposals → after a couple of failures it comes natural
● find diagrams interfering as much as they can →  cross the fingers

Take the many decays common to Do and Do ; as an illustration  Do → Κsπ+π-



we start to dig into  γ-land

                    3=77      ± 13°(syst) ± 11° (model) 
                    

+17°
-19°

B+→ D0K+ and B+→ D*0K+ : ( )
( )B
A b ur
A b c

→
=

→

rB = 0.26±    ± 0.03(syst) ± 0.04(model) 



γ adds info



CP violating decays in B-physics only

The constraint from the angle
alone (CP violating quantities)
is as strong as it was the one
from the sides at the beginning
of the B-factories adventure



all together now

ρ = 0.207 ± 0.038 
η = 0.341 ± 0.023 



 statistics improve as 1/Nα  and α≥1/2           
(add more channels)

experimental systematics will never be a problem

theoretical understanding improves as 1/t               
(better models tuned on several decay modes)

Now BaBar+Belle ~ 500 fb-1 ;                             

at the end of the decade ≥ 2 ab-1

Future



 CP violation observed in B physics :                       
mission accomplished

 β has become  a precision measurement

 α,γ are  laborious but will be done pretty well 
in the lifespan of the B-factories

Never give up on New Physics search

 Conclusion


